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Readings about recreational reading—a selected resource list.

Berg, S. (2019, January 18). In battle against doctor burnout, reading—for fun—is fundamental. 


Book covers in the PowerPoint—an additional resource list

*Neurocomic: A Comic about the Brain* by Dr. Hana Roš and Dr. Matteo Farinella

*Black Man in a White Coat* by Damon Tweedy, M.D.

*The Empathy Exams* by Leslie Jamison

*The Hate U Give* by Angie Thomas

*Wonder* by R.J. Palacio

*Homegoing* by Yaa Gyasi

*No One Can Pronounce My Name* by Rakesh Satyal

*Scythe* by Neal Schusterman

*Station Eleven* by Emily St. John Mandel

*The Life of Pi* by Yann Martel

*The Best of Enemies: Race and Redemption in the New South* by Osha Gray Davidson


*We Are the Ones We’ve Been Waiting For* by Peter Levine


*The View from the Cheap Seats: Selected Nonfiction* by Neil Gaiman

*Where’d You Go, Bernadette?* by Maria Semple

*Long Way Down* by Jason Reynolds

*The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business* by Charles Duhigg
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